Abstract Lunar occultation (LO) technique in the near-infrared provides angular resolution down to milliarcseconds on the occulted source even with ground-based 1m class telescopes.
INTRODUCTION
The lunar occultation (LO) technique in the near infrared (NIR) is capable of providing high angular resolution information down to 1 milli-arcsecond on occulted stellar sources. It is among the most rapid of celestial events with the entire event getting over in just a few hundred milliseconds. The acquisition of LO fringes requires high speed photometry of sampling in the milliseconds range. The LO fringes are due to Fresnel diffraction pattern produced by the sharp edge of the lunar limb, of the light from the occulted stellar source. Various effects like the optical bandwidth of filter used, the averaging effect of the telescope aperture, subtraction of sky background, the time response of the detector system have to be correctly accounted for, in oder to extract proper angular diameter value (in milliarcseconds) of the occulted source. One of the main drawbacks in analysis is the limitation imposed by the S/N of the detected diffraction pattern. A minimal signal to noise ratio (S/N ∼ 40) is usually required to have a good angular diameter measurement.
An LO light curve with very high S/N (> 100) in the fringe region can also be investigated for signatures of circumstellar material surrounding the star. Also detecting finer structure information of the inner dust shell of sources, for example WR 104, IRC + 10216 (Mondal & Chandrasekhar, 2002; Chandrasekhar & Mondal 2001 ) is only possible with higher S/N light curves. However, the fast sampling and good S/N are conflicting requirements and set a limit on the magnitude of observable sources using the LO technique.
With the present detector system (NICMOS IR Camera) sources upto m K ∼ 5.0 are observable under good sky conditions. The earlier system (a single element InSb photometer) could reach only upto m K ∼ 3.0 but with good sampling down to 1 millisecond. In this paper attempts has been made to explore different noise detection and reduction techniques to reduce the noise content in the LO light curves and thereby enhancing S/N. Lunar occultation observations are carried out in near infrared (NIR) K-band (2.2 µm) to reduce lunar scattered back-ground. Lunar back-ground is higher in other two NIR bands, namely J (1.25 µm) and H (1.65 µm) as well as visible bands compared to K-band. Also Lunar occultation in the K-band is capable of providing high angular resolution information of the true photosphere as well as circumstellar shell, if present. It is difficult to acquire shell informations in the other NIR bands J & H . In this study the latetype giants are mainly studied and they are brighter in the K-band compared to other optical bands. Lunar occultation light curve in the near infrared (NIR; 2.2 µm) suffers from noise contributions due to both source and back-ground. Scintillation noise is more prominent in case of brighter sources. Scintillation noise is also altitude dependent, lower the altitude of the source more prominent is the scintillation noise.
Hence, the recorded light curves show a low frequency variation in the signal level when the star is available.
In Fig.1 , the LO light curve of SAO 118044 (m K ∼0.5), low frequency variation of the signal level can be noticed before occultation. Another definite source of noise in the astronomical observations of incoherent sources is source photon noise, which arises due to intrinsic natural variation of the emitted photon flux. It creates high frequency fluctuation in signal level of the observed LO light curve. It can be noticed in the first half of the light curve, high frequency fluctuations created due to stellar photon noise are modulated by low frequency scintillation noise. While the second half of the light curve is mainly dominated by background sky photon noise as the source is absent there. The corresponding power spectra of the light curve SAO 118044 is shown in Fig.2 . First part of the light curve is dominated by low frequency noise, mainly scintillation noise. While second half of the light curve is dominated by specific noise frequencies.
The S/N of NIR observations is usually limited by sky noise due to scattered moonlight (variable with lunar phase), airglow intensity (variable) and also thermal contribution from telescope optics especially when broad K-band filter is used. From our observed light curves we found that a change over in the dominating noise from source to back-ground noise takes place at K-magnitude of about 3.3 under good sky condition and good altitude of observation (>40 o ). Another significant contribution of noise in the light curves comes from electrical line pick-up (50 Hz) and an 31 Hz noise frequency from the detector electronics. Though it was ascertained to originate from the detector electronics, but attempts to eliminate it in the hardware were not successful.
Fourier transform (FT) is capable of detecting independent, non-evolving periodicities in the stationary signals. FT have been extensively used in different aspects in astrophysics particularly for identifying and Noise reduction in NIR lunar occultation light curves 3 processing stationary time series data. Application of Fourier analysis to identify low frequency correlated noise on binary pulsar data can be found in Kopeikin & Patapov (2004) . In a recent paper Kashlinsky et al. (2012) have used Fourier transforms for measurements of cosmic infrared back-ground fluctuations using SPITZER data. The power spectra of source subtracted fields were examined to eliminate or identify different noise components.
Recently wavelet transform is being widely used for analyzing oscillations, periodicities, as well as sudden change in the observed signal. Decomposition of time series data into signal like and noise like can be found in Polygiannakis et al., 2003 . They applied it on sunspot index to examine other periodicities in the solar cycle than 11 years. In a recent paper, Adamakis et al. (2011) were handling a large data set.
In this paper we have carried out methods to improve S/N of the observed LO light curves by reducing noise content from the observed LO light curves. The noise reduction methods are applied on a sample of 54 light curves upto m K ∼ 5.0 obtained using the NICMOS IR camera attached to Mt. Abu telescope.
Observational details are given in Table. 1. The sources in the table are arranged in increasing order of RA.
First column of the table is the designation of the sources, while the second and third columns are date of observations and J2000.0 coordinates respectively. Fourth column represents the NIR K-magnitude of the source as given in 2MASS catalog (Cutri et al., 2003) . Fifth column represents the spectral type of the source collected from the SIMBAD database. Finally, sixth and seventh column respectively correspond to the elevation of the source above the horizon and lunar phase (days after new moon) during the observations. 
OBSERVATIONS
A total of 54 occultation light curves have been used in the analysis. All the light curves are observed in the near-infrared broad-K-band (2.2 µm/Band-width 0.4 µm), except three. Three bright sources are observed in narrow CO-band (2.37 µm/BW 0.1 µm) to avoid saturation effect and they are marked as † in In the second half these components are absent. The noise at several discrete frequencies like 31
Hz, 50 Hz with sub-harmonics are present in both halves of the light curve.
as possible. The sub-array operational mode of the NICMOS camera was first used for LO observations towards the Galactic centre on 2007 September 19 (Chandrasekhar & Baug 2010) . Typically an observing run in the sub-array mode consists of initiating the data acquisition procedure for recording 4800 sub frames about 20 seconds before the predicted time of the event. About 15 seconds after the predicted event time the telescope is rapidly switched to nearby sky to record sky frames. Star becomes "visible" only in sky subtracted frames due to the large back-ground level in K-band. Sky subtracted sub-frames are used to derive the light curve. All but one source in this sample were observed in 10X10 pixels. With an integration and a reset time of 3 msec each, it provides a sampling time of 8.926 msec. The source IRC +20177 was observed in 20X20 pixels, to accommodate its visual binary component in the sub-array. It has a sampling time of 14 msec.
ANALYSIS

Fourier Denoising method
Any stationary signal is decomposed into its component frequencies using Fourier Transforms (FT). It converts the signal from time-amplitude to frequency-power domain. But one of the draw-backs of FT is that the time information of the signal is lost in the frequency domain; which means, the specific time of occurrence of any particular frequency is completely lost. In the present case most of the light curves are sampled with 8.926 milliseconds and the corresponding N yquist frequency is 56.0 Hz. In our LO light Hence, it is useful to apply Fourier transforms to remove these frequencies. The Fourier denoising (F D) method is applied to our sample consisting of 54 observed light curves (Table.1 The very initial and fundamental problem in applying the FT on LO data is the characteristic of FT itself. The FT of a step function (Fig.3) has rapidly decreasing power (∝ 1 f req 2 ) from low frequency to higher frequencies. While a step function with slope shows similar pattern with an additional low frequency modulation associated with it (Fig.4) . The signal level in LO light curves also changes before and after the occultation, like a step function with slope, and shows a similar characteristic in the Fourier domain ( Fig.5) . The high frequency oscillations in the power spectrum arises due to step function like nature of the light curve. The low frequency modulation in the power spectrum is obtained from the nature of falling of the light curve after occultation. Flatter the slope in light curves higher the frequency of second type of variation. This implies that even the well identified noise frequencies are not easy to remove completely, as a part of its power is always contributing to define the shape of the light curve itself. The effect is higher in the low frequency regime (< 10 Hz) of the power spectrum. The frequencies greater than 10 Hz can be removed completely from the light curves without creating any significant distortion to it. A schematic diagram of the denoising method is shown in Fig.6 (left).
The faintest object in our sample, IRAS 03333+2359 has also shown a slight improvement after the application of FD method (Fig.7) . The improvement in S/N has been obtained from 21 to 24. The corresponding power spectrum of the light curve is also shown in Fig.8 and removed components are marked in it. A few well identified noise frequencies, like 50 Hz power line pick-up, its sub-harmonics, and 31
Hz etc, are seen in the spectrum. It also occasionally happens that fringe frequency almost matches to the low frequency fluctuations in the signal. It has been noticed that 31 Hz noise frequency is present almost in all light curves and it contributes dominating power in many sources (mainly fainter objects). The main targets in F D method were to remove these two (31 Hz & 50 Hz) well identified noise frequencies and their sub-harmonics. But in few cases some other frequencies, with dominating power, have also been removed from the light curves but those frequencies are higher than 10 Hz. A M AT LAB programming script was written and used to pursue this method. The method was applied on all 54 sources listed in Table. 1. The light curve of the source SAO 77271 which has shown best improvement in S/N after the application of FD method (Fig. 9) . The power-spectrum of the corresponding light curve is also shown in Fig. 10 With the help of Fourier transforms only few specific noise frequencies has been removed. Fluctuations for a limited period may also present in the light curves which would contain lesser power in the frequencypower domain. Hence, it is difficult to identify and remove them individually. Handling of these noisy light curves motivated us to investigate the use of wavelet transforms.
WT APPLICATION ON LO DATA
The M AT LAB wavelet tools and also scripts written by us have been used to pursue the noise reduction of the LO light curves using wavelet. Many mathematical forms of wavelets are present in the literature.
Generating user defined wavelet filter is also possible, subject to satisfy certain conditions. To select a suitable wavelet to be used in decomposition of LO data, a sample of 15 different wavelets on few light curves has been analyzed. It was found that two specific wavelets among them, namely, coiflet 4 and symlet 20 are suitable for filtering the LO light curves.
Application of wavelet transforms on a signal first decompose it into several details coefficients and one average coefficient subjected to the level of decomposition. For example, after 3 rd level decomposi- tion it produces three detail coefficients, namely, cd1, cd2, cd3 and one average coefficient ca3, where cd1 corresponds coefficients of highest frequencies. Photon noise contributes to the two highest frequency coefficients. The contribution from the scintillation creates low frequency variations in the light curve and hence, they come in the higher level details coefficients.
To remove the high frequency noise from the signal, cut-off limits for each components are implemented manually. Two modes of cut-off are available in MATLAB : (1) Soft-cutoff & (2) Hard-cutoff. In 'Softcutoff' a certain amount of amplitude is deducted from all the coefficient, while in the case of 'Hard-cutoff' amplitude above the given cutoff value are clipped. Here, 'Soft-cutoff' has been used for noise removal of the light curves. In LO light curves mainly the highest frequency coefficients are removed and they are Gaussian noise. Hence, the condition imposed that their residuals (Raw − denoised) should follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean. A schematic diagram of the denoising method is shown in Fig.6 (right).
Wavelet denoising has been applied on all 54 LO light curves. Though significant improvement was obtained in the S/N using Wavelet transform method, it is found that purely noise frequencies like 31 Hz, 50 Hz are also present with significant power in the wavelet denoised light curves. The wavelet denoising method also has an averaging effect, because it deducts the detail coefficients with a certain cutoff. The reduction of high fluctuation from the average base-level would always lead to a smoothening effect. Application of wavelet transforms on lunar occultation light curve acts as running average and finally smoothen the observed light curves. In the model fit, averaged fringes fit to higher uniform disk (UD) angular diameter values than the source originally is.
So, it was decided to use a combination of both the methods. First, F D is carried out to remove those well identified specific noise frequencies. Then WT method is applied in similar manner as explained above. The WT method is executed after the application of F D to put minimum cut-offs on WT coefficients. This is because the averaging effect is cut-off dependent. Hence, the combination of Fourier and Wavelet denoising (CD) method has been applied on all 54 LO light curves by setting the cut-off limit manually. Here also we imposed the same condition that residuals (Raw − Denoised) should follow Gaussian distribution with zero mean.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The result of the applied methods has two aspects : (1) the improvement in the S/N of the light curves and (2) improvement in the model fits for possible angular diameter determination. We first discuss enhancements in S/N using the two methods, namely, F D and CD methods. The numerical details before and after the application of denoising methods are listed in Table. 2. The table here is arranged in the increasing order of RA. The first column of the table lists the source designations and the second column is the apparent K-magnitude as given in 2MASS catalog. The S/N of the Raw and denoised light curves using F D and CD methods are listed in next three columns of the table respectively.
Improvement in S/N after denoising methods
S/N after F D method
The improvement in the S/N using the F D method is graphically shown in the histogram plot in Fig.11 Hz etc).
S/N after CD method
We now take up S/N improvement obtained using the combination method. It must be noted that in CD It is mentioned above that in the CD method, wavelet transform is applied after the application of F D method on observed light curves. So, the S/N of 29 light curves is already enhanced by average of 18% using F D method before application of wavelet. The histogram plot (Fig.11) shows that 38 sources were below S/N ∼40 before application of any denoising method. The number reduced to 29 by F D method which has further reduced to 24 after the application of wavelet method. The cumulative histogram plot in Fig.12 (dotted curve) shows that 70% of the 'Raw' light curves fall in the region S/N < 40. The application of F D method has reduced it to 56% (slashed curve). Then the application of wavelet transforms (in CD)
has further reduced it to 45% (solid curve). The faintest object in our sample, IRAS 03333+2359, which has shown S/N improvement from 21 to 24 after F D method, has further shown improvement to S/N of 32 after the application of CD method (Fig.7) . One source (SAO 77271) has shown a significant improvement after application of F D and CD methods. It has shown improvement in S/N from 32 to 55 after F D method which is further improved to 74 after the application of wavelet transform in CD method (Fig.9 ).
Model fits to denoised light curves
We next consider the possible improvement in the light curves for better model fits to determine the uniform disk (UD) values (or UD limit on unresolved sources) after the application of F D and CD methods. Table. 2. Lower the value of SD ratio better is the fit to the fringes. 
Improvement in model fits
When we examine Table. 2, in most of the cases SD ratio for CD is higher than SD ratio for 'Raw' and F D light curves. It shows that CD light curves fit poorly to fringes compared to F D or Raw light curves. This result arises because the S/N enhancement seen in CD method is mainly due to better denoising effect in the non-fringe region compared to the fringe region. CD method results in a slight smoothening of the light curves in general and leads to a higher UD value in the model fit. Only in the case of a well resolved source (TX Psc), SD ratio value for CD is lower than other two. These results are also illustrated in Fig.13 .
In the figure, SD ratio values of all three methods are plotted arranging the SD ratio values for Raw data in ascending order. It can be seen that while the SD ratio values for F D method is fluctuates above and below with respect to the Raw values, the ratio generally show higher values for CD than other two methods.
Out of the 50 sources selected for the model fits about one third (17) have lower SD ratio value for the 'Raw' light curve than that for F D or CD. For half of the sources (24) the SD ratio is not significantly different between 'Raw' and F D but they are lower than CD (Fig.13) . 
Resolved and unresolved sources in the sample
Out of 50 sources, we find on analysis that, five are reported resolved sources. Our values agree well with the earlier reported UD angular diameters. They are listed in Table. 3 along with the references to their earlier reports in the last column. A close examination of our model fits and details of sources in the literature reveals that two more sources are expected to be resolved. There are two LO observations of U Z Ari (IRC +20052). This source is a semi-regular variable with a periodicity of 163 days. Fits to the two light curves of the source in two different events provide comparable UD values of 5.5±0.5 mas and 6.0±0.5 mas respectively. According to the angular diameter prediction method discussed in Baug & Chandrasekhar (2012) The light curve and model fits of the remaining sources have been carefully examined to see if any of these sources is resolved. We find all these sources to be unresolved. But the limit of resolution varies from source to source depending on the S/N and other conditions. The faintest source IRAS 03333 + 2359 (m K = 5.1) has a S/N∼24, is best fitted with F D light curve giving a limit ≤ 4.3 mas. The lowest limit to the resolution of ≤ 3.5 mas is obtained for UY Ari (m K = 3.7). A good S/N improvement is obtained by applying the denoising methods on this source and all three light curves fits to UD limits. For most of the sources with good light curves, we obtained a resolution limit close to ≤ 4.0 mas. an averaging effect affects the light curves. This leads to a larger limit to the fitted uniform disk angular diameter values compared to F D and Raw data. However, in case of well resolved sources like TX Psc where fit is less affected from smoothening effect, CD also provides a good fit.
Five sources in our sample are clearly resolved and reported earlier in literature. The fitted angular diameters are in good agreement with earlier measurements. From our analysis on light curves, we expect two more sources to be resolved (Table. 3). One of these sources (UZ Ari) has been observed twice. There are no earlier reports of angular resolution on these two sources. The rest of the sources in our sample are unresolved. Most of them are expected to have UD values <4 mas.
